


INTRODUCTION AiND PUWOSE OF REPORT 
The purpose of this report is to continue work on the HJR 26 study passed by the 2005 Legislature and approved 
by the Legislative Finance Committee. The resolution called for a study of the following: 

o History and trends of state reliance on federal funds 
o History, trends, and portents of federal budget deficits 
o Options for dealing with federal budget deficits 

The first report, presented at the December meeting, provided information on: 
o History and trends in the spending of federal funds in Montana and the changing uses thereof 
o History, trends, and projections (Congressional Budget Office) of federal budget deficits 

The second report focused on recent and fiture trends in federal spending in Montana, and what it may mean for 
budget development in the 2007 Legislative Session. It did this through fust identifying the following: 

o The largest uses of federal funds 
o The areas with the greatest risk to the state if federal funds change ("theoretical" risk) 
o The areas with the greatest risk of change due to action already taken or proposed ("practical" risk) 

The report concluded with a summary of federal action and risk in various budget areas. 

This report focuses on potential strategies for dealing with the inconsistencies and lack of predictability of 
federal finds. Because action proposed by the President andor discussed by the Congress changes continually 
during the yearly (and year long) budgeting cycle, with many false starts, dead-ends, and political maneuvering, 
attempting to provide potential impacts at a given point in time for the purposes of this study was determined be 
of limited value. Consequently, work on gauging the impact of known and highly potential impacts on selected 
federal funding sources andor areas has either been addressed on an as-needed basis (such as deficit reduction 
in human services), or will primarily be done in conjunction with the budget analysis as particular impacts on 
Montana agencies become clearer. 

Staff determined that a major way to aid the legislature in the long-term was to construct a federal funds 
database to provide: 

o Information on the largest and consequently the most critical funding sources if fund levels or 
requirements change 

o An outlook and recent history to allow the legislature to proactively deal with changes when possible 

The database will be discussed further later in the report. 

ADDIRIESSING 'THE INCONSISTENCIES AND LACK OF 
P~DICT~ILIT'It" OF F'EDEWL FUNDS 

There are two primary types of changes that impact the availability of federal funds: 
1) An overt reduction in federal funds through an elimination of or reduction in grant or other allocation 

amounts 
2) What is essentially a covert reduction through: 

o Changes in federal requirements for receipt or for eligibility for the h d s  
o Failure of the funding source to keep up with program costs andlor inflation 
o Delays or other impediments to receipt of the funds once they are appropriatedallocated 

All types will be referred to under the term "reductions" in the paragraphs that follow. 
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A review of available literature and conversations with NCSL staff indicate no studies have been conducted to 
either gauge current action or provide strategies for use by states. An informal survey by this ofice of fiscal 
officers in other states reveals few states have any mechanisms for dealing with federal fund inconsistencies 
and/or lack of predictability, and none who responded indicated any systematic strategies in place. 

Among the mechanisms cited by other states are: 
o Explorations of ways to reduce overall costs in those programs that rely on federal funds (Medicaid is a 

prime example) 
o Specific circumstance guidance for action if federal funds are reduced (i.e. specifying which services are 

to be reduced) 
o Rainy day or other savings accounts that can be used for replacement of federal funds (although at least 

one state indicated its rainy day fund could not be used to replace reduced federal funds) 
o Formal mechanisms for maximizing the receipt of federal funds 

South Dakota indicated it at one time had an "Inflation Stabilization Account" and a fund specifically to deal 
with reductions due to changes in block grants, but that both funds were discontinued. 

In looking at strategies, the legislature could be either proactive, reactive, or a combination of the two. 
Proactive strategies provide before the fact guidance and/or funding, or attempt to either keep the state from 
accepting funds or expansions likely to create pressures on future state resources. Reactive strategies are, as the 
name implies, those that react to actions taken through specified reductions in service or replacement of funds 
(but can include inaction). The remainder of the report primarily addresses proactive strategies. 

Proactive strategies include the following: 
1) Information gathering for decision making 
2) Prioritization, guidance, and replacement strategies based upon that and other information, including 

provision of contingency funds and rules of use 

These strategies can apply to potential reductions in established funds or to new funds. 

Information Gathering for Decision Making 
If the legislature is to be proactive in an era of inconsistency of federal funds, it must have information that aids 
in determining the state's risk with regard to acceptance of the funds and provision of services, and 
consequently: 

o The likelihood of loss of service and/or increased costs, and who would be impacted 
o Strategies for either dealing with the loss of service or provision of replacement resources and provision 

of mechanisms for ensuring that affected groups know those strategies (which may include inaction) 
o The resulting acceptability of the risk 

Federal Funds Database 
The federal funds database created by LFD staff is a summary of the largest funding sources. As stated in the 
previous report, the database includes over 80 of the largest federal funding sources received by the state. The 
information in the database could be used as the starting point for answering a number of questions before 
making decisions on new or expanded services, and to gauge the risk to the state of reductions. The database 
contains answers to the following questions, among others. The first part details the specific information in the 
database, with the second part the implied question if the funding level is in question: 

1) What are the funds used for - what services would be at risk if reductions are made? 
2) Who is served, and what general overarching state policy does it support - who would lose services and 

what priority of state government would be impacted? 
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3) What does Montana have to do to receive the funds - what risk is Montana subject to if requirements 
change? 

4) What is the history and outlook - are the funds stable, have they been keeping up with program costs, 
have they been targeted for elimination or reduction? What is our risk? 

The legislature could use this database as the foundation for determining which federal funding sources are most 
at risk, and make funding decisions based upon this level of risk, including either strategies for loss of services 
or contingent replacement of funds. An example of the information included in the database is Attachment A. 
A listing of all of the funds in the database is Attachment B. 

Other In formation 
In addition to the information contained in the federal fund database, the legislature could request other 
information when: 

1) Examining major known sources of funds; 
2) Considering expansions of finds; and/or 
3) Determining whether to accept a new source of funding. 

The requesting agency could be asked to provide one or more of the following: 
o The Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) evaluation by the federal government' for the previous 

three years for ongoing programs (while the tool has enjoyed mixed success and credence, programs 
proposed for elimination by President Bush have received a low PART score) 

o Any action or proposals by the President/Congress that impact this finding source, including the general 
question of whether the funding source is part of "discretionary domestic" spending that has been 
targeted for reductions by Congress and the President 

o Assessment of continued reliability based upon the above factors as well as on funding trends (included 
in the federal funds database) 

o What impact on services a reduction in funding would have, and how the agency would address those 
changes 

o Whether either federal or state statute or rule limits either the agencies' or legislature's actions should 
funds be reduced 

When appropriate, this information could be melded into the current performance management pilot project 
using selected new proposals. For all others, a different reporting mechanism could be used. 

During the Interim 

As various approving authorities2 are authorized to accept federal funds under certain circumstances during the 
interim, the legislature may wish to amend budget amendment statutes to require provision of answers to all or a 
portion of the questions above whenever a budget amendment meeting determined criteria (such as size, use, or 
source) is approved or considered, for review by the Legislative Finance Committee for feedback and advice. 

- -  

1 The PART rating is an initiative of the Bush Administration and is designed to measure a federal program's effectiveness 
in four areas: 1)  purpose and design; 2) strategic planning; 3) management; and 4) results and accountability. Ratings are 
done by the agencies themselves, and most programs with a rating fall into the Results Not Demonstrated/Ineffective 
category. A small portion of the listing of programs that fell into that category in the last budgeting cycle is included as 
Appendix C. 
2 The Governor for most executive agencies, the Board of Regents for the Montana University System, the Supreme Court 
for the Judiciary, and the Legislative Finance Committee, Audit Committee, and Legislative Council for the three 
legislative divisions. 
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Application 
In examining both what information should be required and upon which funding sources, the question of what is 
practical is a vital one. It is not practical to require this depth of information for all federal.funds, because of 
minimal amount andor impact; and because funding is relatively safe, known upfiont to be one-time, or impacts 
a lower priority service. Consequently, the legislature doesn't need to strategize on a situation that either won't 
happen or would have little impact if it did. Therefore, the legislature would need to determine: 

What criteria would be used to determine the funding sources for which this information would be 
required? 

Recall from the previous report that two types of risk were discussed: 
o Theoretical risk was defined as the potential for either major disruption of services that impact a large 

number of Montanans, andlor significant pressure on the legislature to replace any lost federal funds to 
maintain services, regardless of what is actually happening at the federal level with funding; and 

o Practical risk was defined as risk that reductions will be made to federal funds that impact Montana. 

These types of risk, either separately or in combination, could be used as a basis for determining the requirement 
and content of additional information or decision criteria. 

Using Theoretical Risk 

Utah has a system for determining thresholds that require information on federal funds for potential legislative 
action. To use the vernacular of the previous report (although Utah does not), the funds are essentially ranked 
based upon theoretical risk. While Utah uses this system because federal funds are not routinely appropriated in 
that state and do not receive the scrutiny that federal funds in Montana can, its system could be adapted for use 
in Montana. For example, as in Utah funds could be classified as "high3", "medium", or "low" impact based 
upon various theoretical risk criteria, including: 

1) Amount of funds (e.g. any funds in excess of $5.0 million as "high" impact) 
2) Number of FTE added 
3) State requirements for receipt of the funds 
4) Persons impacted 

The reporting requirements could then be fitted to each type of funds, with "high" impact funds requiring more 
information, and "low" impact potentially requiring no additional formal information. 

Using Practical Risk 

Montana could also use a criteria based upon practical risk. The following example uses a standard type of 
ranking system to identify three levels of practical risk. 

o "Safey' for those funds where funding levels and state requirements are stable and keeping up with 
program costs, and for which no proposals for reductions or eliminations have been noted. As such, no 
additional reporting would be required, although the legislature may wish to incorporate performance 
management for any projects funded with the funds. 

o "Watch" for those funds where funding levels are not keeping up with inflation, are unstable, are in any 
way part of individual or groups of funds that have been discussed for either lack of inflation increases 
or reductions, or have been slated for elimination by the President. Among the additional information 
that might be requested is: 

o Agency perspective on the future of the funds 
o What actions the agency is taking or would take to either maintain or reduce services given the 

funding risks 

3 Utah, with a larger budget than Montana, classifies "high" impact funds as $10 million per fiscal year, at least 11.00 new 
FTE, or a state match of at least $1.0 million per fiscal year. 
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o "Danger" for those funds where there are indications that either the state requirements are unfavorably 
changing, or that federal funds are either not keeping up with program costs, are being overtly reduced, 
or seem slated for elimination (including an "ineffective" PART rating). Further information could be 
requested, including a more detailed plan for addressing any loss of funding, including but not limited 
to: 

o Services that would not be performed and which service recipients and others would be 
impacted 

o Other sources of revenue that would be utilized or requested 
o Impacts on staffing levels 

Who Would Provide the Ranking 

LFD staff plan to keep the federal funds database updated over time, although the database will be updated once 
at a set point during the interim (unless warranted with particular funds). LFD staff could provide a preliminary 
rating for those funds, in conjunction with agency andor OBPP staff. For those funds not in the database andor 
for new funds, the legislature could request this ranking, and the supporting documentation, from the agencies. 
For this session, either the subcommittees or LFD staff in conjunction with agency and OBPP staff could 
identify those funds for which a ranking was expected during the session. 

Agency personnel could be expected to provide any additional information required at appropriate points based 
upon the ranking. While not practical due to time considerations for this session, a standard form that is part of 
both the budget submissions and information provided to the legislature could be devised and incorporated into 
the standard budgeting or interim oversight process. In the meantime, less formal provision of information 
could be required, first as a part of the Legislative Fiscal Division (LFD) budget analysis and then during the 
session. ' Given the current situation in Washington, agencies should have an idea of the status of the federal 
funds it receives and the potential impact of any changes, even if no formal process or reporting mechanism is in 
place. 

Statutory Change Requirements 

If this information were required during the interim, changes in statute would be required. If it were required as 
part of budget submission, the LFD budget analysis, andor session deliberations, statute already allows either 
the LFD or Office of Budget and Program Planning (OBPP) to request this information, although changing 
statute would ensure compliance. 

Prioritization/Guidance/Replacement Strategies 
Because so many reductions are proposed, discussed, or threatened at the federal level but do not materialize, 
and many others seem to come out of the blue, no one is going to be able to entirely and accurately anticipate, 
particularly up to three years in advance (as Montana budgeting oftentimes requires) what is going to happen. 
As a result, there will always be surprises, sometimes major, that erupt when the legislature is not around to 
address them. In order to address some of these issues proactively, the legislature could establish prioritization, 
guidance, andor replacement strategies either to guide the agencies during the interim or future legislatures. 

On all of the following, a number of issues must be addressed: 
1) Under what circumstances would any of the measures be used? What are the guidelines andor criteria 

for determining what is worthwhile? 
2) What guidelines would the legislature need to set for its philosophy andor priorities for utilization of 

any measures? 
3) Does an overriding legislative policy need to be defined, and what is the best mechanism for recording 

that policy? 
4) What mechanism would be desirable for the process by which any policy or guidelines would be 

established? Is it a more permanent determination, or one that is made from biennium to biennium? 
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PrioritizatiodGuidance 
Prioritizationlguidance strategies would use the information discussed earlier. They could be either 
requirements (HB 2 or other) or non-binding statements of intent. 

Requirements 
The legislature could 

o Instruct, either in HI3 2 (if it conditions the appropriation) or a companion bill to HB 2, how services are 
to be prioritized during the interim (i.e. which services should be reduced and which maintained in the 
event of unanticipated changes) 

o Require the provision specified information before decisions are made on new or expanded federal 
funds either during the interim or the legislative session (see above) (separate legislation from HB 2). 
During the legislative session, the legislature would make this determination through the budgeting 
process (companion bill). During the interim, the Governor or other approving authority would have the 
ultimate authority of acceptance or rejection, but statute could be written to require Legislative Finance 
Committee (LFC) review prior to acceptance 

Statements of IntentIGuidance 
The legislature could both require andlor make its wishes known both to approving authorities during the 
interim and to future legislatures. While the legislature cannot take away legitimate powers given to the 
executive either in statute or the constitution with these statements, and one legislature cannot tell another 
legislature what they can and cannot fund, in accepting federal funds the legislature could make its intentions 
known for any future action. This type of action may also be necessary if federal statutes or rule do not allow 
the legislature to require specific action. 

Either in current statute, legislation establishing or expanding programs, or a companion bill to HB 2, the 
legislature could make statements of its intent concerning: 

o How the state should prioritize if reductions are made 
o Whether reduced federal funds should be replaced or funds used to replace federal funds in the interim 

included in the next base budget 
o The circumstances under which new or expanded federal funds should be accepted 

The following is an example, using SB 41 of from the 2005 Legislative Session, of how the legislature could 
make policy statements to guide executive action in the interim. While this example does not specifically 
address reductions in federal funds, the principal is the same. 

"The department and the legislature shall consider the following funding principles when considering changes 
in Medicaid policy that either increase or reduce services: 

I )  Protecting those persons who are most vulnerable and most in need, as defined by a combination of 
economic, social, and medical circumstances; 

2) Giving preference to the elimination or restoration of an entire Medicaid program or service, rather 
than sacriJice or augment the quality of care for several programs or services through dilution of 
funding; and 

3) Giving priority to services that employ the science of prevention to reduce disability and illness, 
services that treat life-threatening conditions, and services that support independent or assisted living, 
including pain management, to reduce the need for acute inpatient or residential care. " 

If the statement were to be enough to address future unknowns, it may need to be very general in content and 
tone, which might reduce its effectiveness and the degree of legislative control. 
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Replacement Strategies - Provision of Contingency Funds 
There are a number of potential mechanisms for the provision of replacement funds: 1) contingency 
appropriations in HB 2 tied directly to certain functions or funding sources; 2) general contingency 
appropriations; and 3) rainy day funds. 

Depending upon the degree of latitude the legislature wished to provide to the various approving authorities 
(Governor, Supreme Court, Board of Regents, and the Legislative Council and Legislative Fiscal and Audit 
Committees) during the interim, the legislature would need to assess the need for articulation of the following: 

o Whether the reductions in federal funds that would be replaced could have been known or anticipated 
o The degree and target of changelloss in services as a result of the change in federal funds 
o Whether reductions must already have been made or whether projected reductions could also be 

replaced proactively by either the legislature in session or the approving authority in the interim 
o How much of the actuaVprojected reduction could be replaced 
o How any replacement of funds would be handled in the next budgeting cycle, i.e. would they be part of 

the base or present law 
o What reporting would be required, or whether the appropriate legislative committees would need to be 

informed and offered the opportunity for feedback before any action was taken by the approving 
authorities 

o The amount and source of funds in the account, as well as a mechanism for replacement 

Direct Av~rovriations for Avpro~riations in HB 2 

The legislature could target certain at risk appropriations and provide a contingency appropriation in case the 
funds were reduced. A companion bill would likely be the most appropriate vehicle in most instances. 

o Primary Advantage - Affords the legislature with the most direct control over the circumstances 
andlor level of expenditure of the contingency funds 

o Primary Disadvantage - The legislature would either need to only address those reductions 
known during the legislative session, or provide a number of contingencies that may never be 
needed while not addressing others that arise. This scenario may mean the amount of funds 
available for other purposes would be needlessly reduced, and makes estimation of the ending 
fund balance more difficult and its variability more extreme. 

o Minimum Required of the Legislature - Articulation of circumstances and amounts of 
replacement, and whether the funds would be considered part of the base budget in the next 
budgeting cycle 

General Contingency Appropriations 

Rather than target specific at-risk appropriations, a general contingency appropriation could be provided to 
either the Governor or the relevant approving authorities for use where needed. 

o Primary Advantage - Unknown reductions could be addressed during the interim and services 
maintained. 

o Primary Disadvantages - Lack of direct legislative control and differences in timing of 
knowledge of changes in federal h d  availability means priorities may be skewed. The amount 
of funds available for other purposes may be needlessly reduced, and estimation of the ending 
fund balance is more difficult and its variability more extreme. 

o Minimum Required - Amount of the appropriation. Articulation of circumstances under which 
the funds could be used, including priorities for the use of the funds, and whether the funds 
would be considered part of the base budget in the next budgeting cycle 

Rainy Day Funds 

This concept could also be added to any rainy day fund by allowing as one of the uses of the fund replacement 
of federal funds in certain defined circumstances. If the fund were to be accessed during the interim without 
calling a special session, power would have to be given to the Governor andlor other approving authority to 
authorize expenditure. 
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o Primary Advantage - Unknown reductions could be addressed during the interim and services 
maintained. 

o Primary Disadvantages - Lack of direct legislative control 
o Minimum Required - Articulation of circumstances under which the funds could be used, 

including priorities for the use of the funds, and whether the funds would be considered part of 
the base budget in the next budgeting cycle 

In many areas the inconsistencies and lack of predictability in the levels of federal funding are due to what are, 
at core, political preferences and ideologies. These preferences and ideologies by definition can be very 
transitory, and if not swaying in the political winds at least bending to them. Proactive, general strategies lend 
themselves to this type of situation. However, the depth of the federal debt, coupled with the changing 
vocabulary of the tax debate to one where both parties are primarily arguing over who should get tax cuts rather 
than whether there should be any, mean that there are areas of the budget where potentially significant change 
can be expected regardless of where the transitory seat of power lies, even while the specifics of the actions on 
the federal level will in some measure be ideologically colored. When the potential reduction of federal funds is 
coupled with other factors such as Montana's current and future demographics, general strategies may not be 
sufficient in specific areas. 

For example, as stated in the first report, "mandatory" (entitlement) programs, including social security, 
Medicare, and Medicaid, comprised almost 60 percent of the federal budget in federal FY 2004. Any systematic 
efforts to address federal spending will involve potentially major changes in entitlement programs. And, as also 
stated in the first report, the area of largest federal expenditure in Montana by a large margin is for human 
services programs, of which Medicaid is the largest component. However, Montana cannot ignore the potential 
impact of changes in other entitlement programs that do not go through the state budget, particularly Medicare 
and social security, as any changes there ripple to state programs and demand for state services. 

In addition, potential reductions in federal h d s ,  when coupied with other factors, can create a "double 
whammy" of significantly increased demands and lower federal participation. Two major factors are: 

1) Medical costs continue to rise at a rate that greatly outstrips inflation and other general growth 
measures, impacting not only direct state expenditures such as Medicaid and the state health plan, but a 
wide range of other health related programs and expenditures 

2) Montana will continue to experience growth in current and future state elderly that outpaces the national 
average, impacting the level and mix of services, the Montana workforce, and sources of revenue 

While this discussion is included for informational purposes only and no options are included, the committee 
may wish to consider whether it wishes to have an expanded study in this or any specific area likely to 
experience greater or more widespread impact and consequently require more specific action. 
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POTENTIAL COMMITTEE ACTION 
In addition to the federal funds database, the committee may wish to provide a mechanism for identifying funds 
that would require additional information to subcommittees prior to decision making: 

1) Have LFD staff identify and communicate to agencies those federal funds requiring additional 
information 

a. Recommend to Senate Finance and Claims and the House Appropriations Committee that they 
make this identification 

b. Instruct LFD staff to present options at the November meeting to hone the type of information 
required 

2) Instruct LFD staff to include refinement of ranking criteria, content of information, format for provision 
of information, and necessary statutory on the list of potential interim work plan study items presented 
to the LFC in June 2007. 

3) Have staff prepare a guide to subcommittees on information to request, including factors to take into 
consideration when considering replacement funds 

The committee may also wish to recommend to the Senate Finance and Claims and House Appropriations 
Committees that as those committees and their subcommittees take action on the budget, they request and utilize 
the above information to determine, based upon circumstance, when any of the following actions would be 
appropriate: 

1) Include in HB 2 or other bill as appropriate requirements .for action should federal funds be reduced 
2) Make statements of intent in statute for expectations should federal funds be reduced 
3) Consider replacement strategies, as appropriate 
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Attachment A 

Grants in the Federal Funds Database 
FY 2005 

State Function Fed Match Expenditures 

on - Grants to States 

.,.,,,,,,,, . 
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Attachment A 

..... .... ..... ..... 

[Early -.--, Intervention (IDEA - Part C) 
----.---,---,--*-- -*-- 

i ...- Federal ----- Grants for A&ng Services 
I Board of Crime Control Grants To Justi t.~_""." -..-- . ........................... 

Grants to Correctional -.- System ---- Programs - .-....... .... ... 

w--w*--,.----p-p---"p 

Expenditure Total $1,313,913,334 
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ATTACHMENT B 

CFDA Number Fedud Funds Name GrMhnsAsenc~ 

1661 ~ ~ o n ~ a n t  Source ln-gkmentabn Grants lEnwonrrantd RotEctm Agency awhLe= 
Federal Purpme 

EPA's fundlng prlorlty a to award grants that promote the development and lmplementatmn of watershed-based plans, focusng on 
Wersheds wlth water qualdy mpa~rments caused by m p o m l  sources, whlch resuii In wnproved water quality In lmpared waters 
These watershed plans are a mechanrsm to coordinate monkorlng and planrvng on a watershed bass and w l l  bulld a foundd~on for 
f fed~ve lmplementdlon adlons uslng federal and other funding Nonpo~nt Source lmplementatlon projects ~nckrde best management 
ract~ce (BMP) lnstallatmn for anlmal wastes, sedunent, pestlclde and fett~l~zer control, a var~ety of other structural and non-structural 
--A,--- ..,d..~-t.-A ..t--- -.. ---a --.-- .".A-.-t.-A ---- .4,-An-- 4....+-0--. A ---- &-A,-- -A - . -".A.. -4 -A. -A",-#*, A"---,. 

P 

I STATE FEDERAL - I L - - - _ L _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _  '1 OUTLOOK i -------- . ---.--- -- 

lot to the total maxlmum dally load program, wh~ch prov~des for analys~s and management of MT water bod~es to assure pdlutant loads meet water qual~ty 
standards Commonly referred to as the 319 program 

I Overarchng P d i w v e  Grant Type D~suectionary Type 
I~rotect~on, Enhancement, Remed~at~on of Natural Resourc ,& Formula [~pt~onal 

Ahat ion Method 

CFDA 66.510 is for special TMDL studies and is a competitige process. 

Requwed by Statute Prunaiy Beneftcjtary , , . Ddrtbuhon Type 

l ~ o n e  as jGenerdPubllc a [~overnment prov~ded serv~ce & I 
Other Beneficlay 

r ' I 
( Record: r y 3 2  1717 Li ). of 85 



CFDA Number Fedetd Funds Name rcw -ce lrnpleme~bn Grants -- ' 
Federal Purpose 

ersheds w th  wrrter quality impairments caused by nonpon sources, which result in knproved water quality in impaired waters. 
atershed plans are a mechanism to coordinate monitoring and planning on a watershed basis and will build a foundation for 
implementation actions using federal and other funding. Nonpoint Source implementation projects include best management 
BMP) installation for animal wastes, sediment, pesticide and fetidizer control, a variety of other structural and non-structural 
.".A-.aL.a.4 .........-....... .".A...,.L...A ......I.... A--....A.AL- --A . ..-":A.. ...a. ,-A;*-,-. &"---L. - ............. 

PATE ] FEDERAL  OUTLOOK^ , -..-̂ ---- L 

I tither % n- I I 
R M O E  $Amount r $0 Factors 

Factors 

CFDA provlaes that states must maintain ~ts aggregate annual level ol state non pomt soulce pollutior. control at 
the level of such expend~tures in N 1985 b N1986 DEQ reports tnat this is not occurring 

k Report i i  Requirements Factors 

Record: (I(JT] [[?IT] @ - OF 8s 

I 
Annual fiscal report required 

Fnrm Wmw NI M 



CFDA Number Federd Funds Name G~anting Agency mmo I~onpoint Source ImpIemeMatbn Granls F n w c m m t a ~  Protecton Agency mf&m&M 
Federal Purpose 

EPA's fundlna Dr~orltv 1s to award wants that Dromote the develoDment and ~rnnlementat~on of watershed-based ~lans, focusma on - .  , 

atersheds with water quality im&rments caused by nonpoinl sources, whiih result in improved water quality'in imdaired waters 
are a mechanism to coordinate monitoring and planning on a watershed basis and will build a foundation for 
actions using federal and other funding Nonpoint Source implementation projects include best management 

actice (BMP) installati for animal wastes, sediment, pesticide and fertilizer control, a variety of other structural and non-structural 
.-.&--A-d -I---;-- a~e4-"-&.-A m--vd;-4--- 4--k--#--. , .4---&-41-- --A - . ,-";&,, -4 -4. ,-&;--A. *----k 

For competitive grants: Historically 50 grants are provided each year. The special studies program, is a discretionary program for the EPA and could be sublect to budget 

1 I Go To ... I Extract Data 1 Exit A 
1 Record: [3? IF1[Ti9 k 4 OF 85 
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EXPECT FEDERAL PROGRAMS T O  PERFOAM WELL, Ahif3 BETTER EVERY Y E A R .  

NOT PERFORMING PROGRAMS ATTACHMENT C 

WHAT DOES NOT PERFORMING MEAN? 
- - - - 

The program rating indicates how well a program is performing, so the public can see how effectively tax dollars 
are being spent. ExpectMore.gov tells you whether or not a program is performing. 

Programs categorized as NOT PERFORMING have ratings of Ineffective or Results Not Demonstrated. 

Ineffective. Programs receiving this rating are not using your tax dollars effectively. Ineffective 
programs have been unable to achieve results due to a lack of clarity regarding the program's purpose 
or goals, poor management, or some other significant weakness. 

Results Not Demonstrated. A rating of Results Not Demonstrated (RND) indicates that a program has 
not been able to develop acceptable performance goals or collect data to determine whether i t  is 
performing. 

Based on our most recent assessments, 28% of Federal programs are Not Performing. 

More information on how we assess and rate programs is available here. Funding information for each program 
can be found with the President's Budget. 

FEDERAL PROGRAMS THAT ARE NOT PERFORMING 
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AGENCY PROGRAM NAME 

Department of Agriculture Marketinq Service - Research and Promotion 
Agriculture Programs 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Commodity Purchase Services (Section 32) 

Department of Commodity Supplemental Food Program 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Community Facilities Program 

Department of Conservation Technical Assistance 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Dairy Payment Program 

Department of Dairy Price Support Program 
Agriculture 

Department of Emergency Watershed Protection Program 
Agriculture 

Department of Food and Nutrition Service - Child and Adult Care Food 
Agriculture Program 

Department of Forest Service: Invasive Species Program 
Agriculture 

R A T I N G  

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 
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Department of 
Agriculture 

National School Lunch Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Natural Resources ConserVation Service: National 
Resources Inventory 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Resource Conservation and Development 

Rural Business Enterprise Grant Program 

Rural Business-Cooperative Service Value-Added Producer 
Grants 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Rural Distance Learninq and Telemedicine Loan and Grant 
Program 

The Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

USDA Wildland Fire Management 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Agriculture 

Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Commerce 

Coastal Zone Management Act Programs 

Department of 
Commerce 

Department of 
Commerce 

Commerce Small Business Innovation Research Proqram 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

International Trade Administration: Import Administration 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Commerce 

Minority Business Development Agency 

Department of 
Commerce 

Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund 

Dept of Defense-- 
Military 

Dept of Defense-- 
Military 

Dept of Defense-- 
Military 

Defense Communications Infrastructure 

Defense Small Business Innovation Research/Technology 
Transfer 

Department of Defense Training and Education Programs - 
Other Training and Education 

Marine Corps Expeditionary Warfare 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Dept of Defense-- 
Military 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Adult Education State Grants 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

American Printing House for the Blind 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Department of 
Education 

Assistive Technology Alternative Financing Program 

Department of 
Education 

B.J. Stupak Olympic scholarships 

Department of 
Education 

Byrd Honors Scholarships 

Child Care Access Means Parents in School Department of 
Education 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 

Department of 
Education 

College Assistance Migrant Program 

Department of 
Education 

Comprehensive Regional Assistance Centers 

Department of Developing Hispanic-serving Institutions 
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Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Department of 
Education 

Education - Neglected and Delinquent State Agency 
Program 

Education State Grants for Innovative Programs 

Enhancing Education Through Technology 

Even Start 

Federal Perkins Loans 

Federal Support for Gallaudet University 

Federal Work-Study 

Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need 

High School Equivalency Program 

IDEA Special Education - Parent Information Centers 

IDEA Special Education - Research and Innovation 

IDEA Special Education - Technical Assistance and 
Dissemination 

IDEA Special Education Grants for Infants and Families 

Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Ineffective 

Ineffective 

Ineffective 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 

Results Not 
Demonstrated 
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